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EXPANDING HORIZONS

Funding Stage: Angel
Investment Ask: R500 000 | US$36 000

OmnioFarm is an intelligent agricultural management platform that supports
emerging and commercial poultry producers in optimising their production efficiency.
Using Cloud, IoT and machine learning/AI, OmnioFarm enables real-time production
process management, benchmarking and adoption of prescribed standards helping
unlock opportunities across the poultry value chain.

AGRITECH
Funding Stage: Seed
Investment Ask: R3 000 000 | US$214 286

A patented low cost agricultural system for small-holder farmers to become more
efficient and cost effective

Funding Stage: Seed
Investment Ask: R8 500 000 | US$600 000

Hyena Power Pod converts LPG, as the hydrogen carrier, into useable electricity. The
power pod comprised of two sections: a hydrogen generator and a hydrogen convertor.
The hydrogen generator is HYENA’s core technology and is where the hydrogen is
released from LPG. The hydrogen convertor is where the hydrogen is converted to
electricity by the fuel cell and the electricity is conditioned for the user.

Funding Stage: Seed
Investment Ask: R3 300 000 | US$235 000

A South African charcoal manufacturing company, producing charcoal out of the
Marula tree nut without harming the environment, i.e., they do not cut trees to
manufacture the charcoal.

Funding Stage: Seed
Investment Ask: R2 500 000 | US$180 000

An automated online temperature and humidity monitoring system for cold chain
assets. TempCras offers seamless monitoring on PC and mobile phones of all the
temperature-humidity data related checks and balances. It also offers alerting
functionality using emails and SMSs.

ENERGY

IoT

Funding Stage: Angel
Investment Ask: R600 000 | US$43 000

Funding Stage: Angel
Investment Ask: R1 000 000 | US$70 000

ERA-one is a low cost, easy to manufacture, respiratory assist device that makes use
of a BVM respiratory bag to provide a reliable, easily deployed, easily maintained and
cycled ventilator type device. It can be used to provide automatic and continuous
breaths per minute or patient triggered breathing assistance.

A healthcare platform that enables exercise programs and regular physical activity to
help improve quality of life, maintain physical independence and cognitive ability, and
increase longevity.

Funding Stage: Private
Investment Ask: R300 000 | US$20 000

A software program that performs a diagnosis and treatment options using a highlevel programming language and uses a branch of statistics to derive a diagnosis
from the input data. The product has a vast medical knowledge base with disease
profiles that are continuously updated with the latest data. Its features are designed
through stakeholder and also consists of a learning module for medical personnel.

Funding Stage: Private
Investment Ask: R950 000 | US$68 000

VideoMed provides both access to medical advice and acute care from medical
practitioners via telemedicine from within the confines of an independent pharmacy.
Thus, avoiding overcrowding at hospitals and healthcare clinic facilities ensuring
treatment by some members of the public in need of medical care, despite COVID
infections in hospitals.

Funding Stage: Seed
Investment Ask: R450 000 | US$32 000

Manufacture diabetes monitoring meters that provide optimum and customized
diabetic meters for diabetics and pre – diabetics

HEALTHTECH

